2018 UH Math Contest

Results
Exams

Number Sense – 169
Algebra I – 66
Geometry – 61
Algebra II – 125
Pre Calculus – 123
Calculus – 147
Statistics – 69
Physics – 99
Calculator – 133
At least 64 Schools
Number Sense

6. Rishabh Ghosh – Klein Oak HS
5. Miles Cua – Science Academy of South Texas
4. Shreya Thipireddy – Dulles HS
3. Akash Karanam – Clements HS
2. Naveen Mukkatt – Dulles HS
1. Andrew Liu – Dulles HS, 446
6. Hanyang Sha - Fort Settlement MS
5. Deepu Pradeep - Quail Valley MS
4. Eric Peng - Quail Valley MS
3. Katherine Liu - Cornerstone Elementary
2. Justin Lai - Quail Valley MS
1. Pranav Mereddy - Harmony School of Advancement, 21
Geometry

6. Daniel Guan – Quail Valley MS
4. Ramya Iyer – Spillane MS
4. Sreeja Thipireddy – Quail Valley MS
3. Sandor Wat – Quail Valley MS
2. Christine Huang – Fort Settlement MS
1. Ray Tang – Quail Valley MS, 25
Algebra II

6. Alex Liu – Dulles HS
5. Stephen Xu – Cinco Ranch HS
4. Naveen Makkatt – Dulles HS
3. Ray Tang – Quail Valley MS
2. Joseph Chau – Fort Settlement MS
1. Andrew Cai – Quail Valley MS, 30
Precalculus

6. Jo Anne Pham – Stephen F. Austin HS
5. Kayleen Vargas – Young Women’s Leadership Academy
4. Amy Zhou – Clements HS
3. Joseph Chau – Fort Settlement MS
2. Jeremy Zhou – Dulles HS
1. Andrew Cai – Quail Valley MS, 26
Calculus

6. Shuiah Ahmad – Harmony School of Advancement
5. Anuraag Madabushi – Debakey HS
4. Stanley Wei – Dulles HS
3. Brayden Vargas-Calderon – Clear Falls HS
2. Ethan Zahid – Dulles HS
1. Akhil Sadam – Sadam Home School, 29
Statistics

6. Rishi Phatah – Debakey HS
5. Qasim Raza – William B Travis HS
4. Faiza Sanwar – Stephen F. Austin HS
3. Sophie Liu – Seven Lakes HS
2. Prathik Kalva – Dulles HS
1. Dean Zhou – Clear Lake HS, 20
Physics

5. Andrew Liu – Dulles HS
4. Brayden Vargas-Calderon – Clear Falls HS
3. Dean Zhou – Clear Lake HS
2. Miles Cua – Science Academy of South TX
1. Akhil Sadam – Sadam Home School, 34
6. Sri Devulapalli – Carnegie Vanguard HS
5. Prathik Kalva – Dulles HS
4. Bella Xu – Clements HS
3. Jonathan Tenney – Carnegie Vanguard HS
2. Ethan Zahad – Dulles HS
1. Kenny Huang – Plano HS, 15
Team Project Winners

3. Clear Falls High School - Brayden Vargas-Calderon, Kyle Lee, and Logan Dale

2. Bellaire High School - Alicia Xia, Arianna Zhao, Annie Zhu, and Shirley Zhu

1. College Station High School – Ben Howard
QuickClick Smackdown

2. Ethan Azhid – Dulles HS
1. Kenny Huang – Plano HS
School Sweepstakes

3. Fort Settlement MS
2. Quail Valley MS
1. Dulles HS, 66